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Abstract. The RPG programming language is a popular language em-
ployed widely in IBM i mainframes nowadays. Legacy mainframe systems
that evolved and survived the past decades usually data intensive and
even business critical applications. Recent, state of the art quality assur-
ance tools are mostly focused on popular languages like Java, C++ or
Python. In this work we compare two source code based quality man-
agement tools for the RPG language. The study is focused on the data
obtained using static analysis, which is then aggregated to higher level
quality attributes. SourceMeter is a command line tool-chain capable
to measure various source attributes like metrics and coding rule viola-
tions. SonarQube is a quality management platform with RPG language
support. To facilitate the objective comparison, we used the SourceMe-
ter for RPG plugin for SonarQube, which seamlessly integrates into the
framework extending its capabilities. The evaluation is built on analysis
success and depth, source code metrics, coding rules and code duplica-
tions. We found that SourceMeter is more advanced in analysis depth,
product metrics and finding duplications, while their performance of cod-
ing rules and analysis success is rather balanced. Since both tools were
presented recently on the market of quality assurance tools, we expect
additional releases in the future with more mature analyzers.
Keywords: Static Analysis, Software quality, SonarQube, SourceMeter,
IBM RPG, Metrics, Coding rules
1 Introduction
Rapid development life cycles provided by 4GL languages resulted in a number
of large software systems decades ago, that are mostly considered legacy systems
nowadays. On the other hand, the role of quality assurance of these data intensive
and often business critical systems is increasingly important. The IBM i platform
– initially called AS/400 platform – became very popular to the end of the
last century. Business applications developed for the IBM i platform usually
use the RPG high-level programming language (Reporting Program Generator),
which is still widely employed, supported and evolving. In the early days of the
appearance of 4GL (like RPG), several studies were published in favour of their
use. The topics of these studies are mostly focused on predicting the size of
a 4GL project and its development effort, for instance by calculating function
points [22] or by combining 4GL metrics with metrics for database systems [17].
In the literature only few papers are available considering the software quality
of these languages [12], [8], [16], while the main focus of current QA tools and
techniques is on the more popular object-oriented languages.
In this paper we compare two state of the art tools for RPG quality mea-
surements by analyzing the capabilities of static analyzers. Several measurable
aspects of the source code may affect higher level quality attributes, however this
comparison is based on five important aspects: analysis success, analysis depth,
source code metrics, coding rule violations and code duplications.
This paper is organized as follows. Related research is outlined in Section 2.
Section 3 briefly introduces the RPG 4GL language, our subject analyzer tools
capable of RPG quality measurements. In depth comparison of the tools in terms
of source code metrics, coding rule violations and clones is presented in Section 4,
while our findings are discussed in Section 5. Finally, we conclude our work and
present ideas for further research in the last section.
2 Related Work
Numerous studies have been published in the last decades focusing on different
software metrics. Chidamber and Kemerer introduced a number of object ori-
ented metric definitions [4]. Basili et al. validated these metrics by applying them
on early software defect prediction [1]. A revalidation were done by Gyimothy et
al. [7] to present fault prediction technique results of the open source Web and
e-mail suite called Mozzila. Despite RPG is not located in OO domain, these
studies are cornerstones for further investigations on software metrics.
At present, RPG and other early programming languages like COBOL are
used by a narrowed set of developers since RPG programs cannot be run on
personal computers (only via remote connection) and mainly newly constructed
languages are tutored. Thus, many effort was put into researches dealing with
effective migration mechanisms to transform RPG legacy programs into an ob-
ject oriented environment [3]. The migration process presented stands from six
sequential phases, however it transforms RPG II and RPG III into RPG IV. A
migration technology was also proposed to handle COBOL legacy systems as
Web-based applications[5] by applying wrapping techniques on them.
Research papers dealing with software metrics are commonly applied on
widely used programming languages like C, C++ [23],[6], Java[2], C#[13],[9].
The Magic 4GL language has similar attributes to RPG, with similar need for
quality assurence solutions ([15], [14]). Only a few study focuses on software met-
rics specialized for RPG. Hartman focused on McCabe and Halstead metrics [8]
because of their usefulness in identifying modules containing a high number of
errors. Another early research paper also focuses on the characteristic of pro-
grams written in RPG [16]. Naib conducted an experiment using environmental
(varying with time) and internal (McCabe, Halstead, LOC that do not vary with
time) factors and constructed a regression model to predict errors in the given
systems. Bakker and Hirdes analyzed mainly legacy systems with more than 10
million lines of code written in COBOL, PL/I, C, C++, and RPG (1.8 mil-
lion lines of code). They found that maintenance problems are highly correlates
with design issues. They recommended to re-design and re-structure rather than
re-build applications since it better worth it. Further maintenance difficulties in-
cluding improvement and extension can occur, so a flowchart extraction method
was made by Suntiparakoo and Limpiyakorn [21] that can serve as a quality as-
surance item supporting the understanding of RPG legacy code in maintenance
process. One can see that many approach use software metrics as a low level
component to produce or model a higher level characteristic (e.g fault-prone
modules) describing a given system. Low level metrics can be applied for a wide
variety of software quality purposes such as using quality models to characterize
whole systems (often includes benchmarking). Different models have been pro-
posed based on ISO/IEC 25010 [11], and its ancestor called ISO/IEC 9126 [10] to
serve these purposes. Ladanyi et al. built a quality model[12] for especially RPG
programs. They used software metrics, rule violations, and code duplications to
estimate the maintainability of RPG software systems. A case study was also
introduced on how such a quality assurance tool can be integrated into a given
development cycle with the less interference.
Due to focusing on high level characteristics the above mentioned studies pay
little attention on different low level software metrics and rules. In the following
sections we will propose two state of the art RPG static source code analyzers
and compare their functionalities from the view of the users.
3 Static Analysis of RPG Programs
3.1 The RPG Language from the Analysis Perspective
RPG has a long history in view of the fact that IBM has been developing the
language since 1959. Originally it was designed as the Report Program Generator
(RPG) with a purpose to replicate punched card processing on an IBM 1401.
However, RPG quickly evolved into a high-level programming language (HLL)
equivalent to COBOL and PL/I. At present, the language itself participates
in IBM’s Integrated Language Environment (ILE), represents a dramatic step
forward in RPG’s evolution. Despite the fact that in our static analysis method
we support programs written in RPG III, predecessor of RPG IV, we only will
focus solely on the latter since a well-defined conversion process is provided by
IBM to transform the programs of old, furthermore, SonarQube is also not able
to handle them. A great enhancement was presented by announcing RPG IV,
since it has contained a new function type beside subroutines called procedures.
They can have parameters and can be called from other programs, contrary to
subroutines that do not support flexibilities like this. A new era has opened with
the appearance of free-form blocks providing modern programming approach by
omitting column-sensitive layout requirements.
....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+..
*=====================================================================*
* Convert String to UpperCase
*=====================================================================*
p UCase b
d UCase pi 256
d inString 256
d outString s 256
d Up c const(’ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ’)
d Lo c const(’abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz’)
/free
outString = %trim(%xlate(lo:up:inString));
return outString;
/end-free
p UCase e
Fig. 1. Sample RPG IV code
The purpose of this paper is not to introduce the language possibilities but
to compare the available static analysis tools. Only a short sample RPG IV
program is shown in Figure 1 converting a given string to uppercase form.
3.2 RPG Program Analyzer Tools
In this paper we provide in depth comparison of two tool-chains for quality cen-
tric static analysis of RPG programs. Source code based quality measurements
usually consider several aspects of the code, form which the most popular ones
are architecture & design, comments, coding rules, potential bugs, complexity,
duplications, and unit tests. The RPG language is not provided with so extensive
free tool support as in the case of object-oriented languages. In our comparison
we selected two recently announced and partially free / low cost software qual-
ity tools: SourceMeter for RPG version 7.0 and SonarQube RPG (version 4.5.4).
Although the categorization of quality attributes are different in these tools, we
found them comparable as the results of the SourceMeter toolchain are inte-
grated into the SonarQube framework.
SourceMeter for RPG SourceMeter [20] is an innovative tool built for the
precise static source code analysis of projects implemented in languages like Java,
C/C++, Python or RPG [12]. This tool makes it possible to find the weak spots
of a system under development from the source code itself without the need of
simulating live conditions.
SourceMeter can analyze source code conforming to RPG III and RPG IV
versions, including free-form as well. The input of the analysis can be specified
as a raw source code file or a compiler listing. In case of using raw source code
as an input, the analyzer could not calculate some code metrics, and detect
various rule violations because the raw source contains less information than
the compiler listing (for instance, cross references are detected using compiler
listing entries). As it is recommended, we used compiler listing inputs in our
work. For constructing RPG compiler listing files, we use RPG compiler with
version V6R1M0.
SourceMeter is essentially a command line tool-chain to flexibly produce raw
results of static analysis. Visualization and further processing of these results are
done in other tools like the QualityGate [18] software quality management plat-
form and the SourceMeter plugin to integrate data into the SonarQube frame-
work.
SonarQube RPG SonarQube [19] is an open source quality management plat-
form with several extensibility possibilities. In this platform the concrete static
analyzers of various programming languages are implemented as plugins as well.
As it supports several languages, the depth and type of analysis results depend
on the actual tool-chain. The main starting point of the user interface is the so
called Dashboard, however the interface can also be highly extended and cus-
tomized. Figure 2 shows the SonarQube RPG dashboard, where all aspects of
quality are represented. The SonarQube RPG analyzer is a commercial plugin,
however trial licence is available. The plugin supports the RPG IV language.
However, no possibility is present to perform an analysis on RPG III programs
or to handle free-form code blocks in RPG IV.
Fig. 2. SonarQube dashboard
SourceMeter for SonarQube Plugin SourceMeter is bundled with a free
SonarQube RPG analyzer plugin. The plugin conforms to the analysis process
of the SonarQube and provides necessary data for the integration. This way, anal-
ysis results (metrics, code clones, rule violations) of SourceMeter can be re-used
and the SonarQube framework provides the user interface and the management
layer of quality data.
Fig. 3. SourceMeter for RPG SonarQube plugin dashboard
In Figure 3, the dashboard can be seen with SourceMeter data. Results are
different from the ones shown in Figure 2, for example much more coding rules
and clones are found by the SourceMeter. In addition, there are several addi-
tional metrics, which are not presented in the dashboard, but in detailed views
of SonarQube. The plugin provides, among others, a SourceMeter menu item
with custom dashboard and an extended source code view with a metrics panel
showing hands on metric information next to the actual code element as shown
in Figure 4.
Fig. 4. SourceMeter source code view with Metrics panel integrated in SonarQube
4 Comparative evaluation
We conducted experiments using 179 RPG programs containing around 100k
lines of code. These programs belong to a software development company spe-
cialized for IBM i mainframe applications. While these programs are considered
typical in their purpose, they are influenced by the coding style and tradition of
the company.
4.1 Comparison of Source Code Metrics
The SourceMeter tool provides a large variety of metrics at four levels of program
elements: system, program, procedure, and subroutine levels. The SonarQube
model is restricted to file level metrics, which we treat as program level metrics.
In addition, system level summary is also available. On the other hand, the ex-
tensibility mechanism of SonarQube makes it possible to incorporate additional
metrics into the user interface (as shown in Figure 4).
Table 1. System level metric values
Files LOC Functions Statements Duplications Complexity
SonarQube 179 97,903 4,020 73,597 0.2% 16,667
SourceMeter 179 103,373 4,193 95,175 2.2% 18,296
Difference 0 5,470 173 21,578 - 1,629
3 files 0 5,289 173 5054 - 1,113
Abs. Diff. 0 2 (181-179) 0 16524 - 516
Table 1 shows high level metric values of the analyzed system, which metrics
are available in both tools. Each tool is able to calculate the number of files,
lines of code, number of functions, number of statements, the percentage of
duplicated code portion, and the global complexity. Considering the indicated
values, one can see that many of them are not the same. Further investigations
showed that SonarQube could not analyze three files, thus the metric values
are also not calculated and aggregated. Metric values that are calculated for
these three files by SourceMeter is also showed in the table. SourceMeter counts
the last empty line into the LOC metric, so absolute difference can be caused
by the distinct calculating methods used by each tool, moreover it is based
on that no previous baselines were unified when dealing with software metrics
related to RPG programming language. Different operations can be taken into
consideration when calculating complexity or number of statements.
We summarized the available metrics of both tools in Table 2. SourceMe-
ter definitely operates with a more comprehensive set of metrics. SourceMeter
handles subroutines as basic code elements and propagates the calculated met-
ric values to higher levels (procedures and programs can contain subroutines).
SonarQube focuses only on file (program) and system levels and also works with
a narrowed set of metrics. For detailed descriptions of the computed metrics we
refer to the websites and users guides of the tools.
Table 2. Defined Metrics
Level Category
SourceMeter
for RPG
SonarQube
RPG
System
Coupling TNF TNF
Documentation TCD, TCLOC, TDLOC
Complexity - McCC
Size
TLLOC, TLOC, TNOS,
TNPC, TNPG, TNSR,
TNNC, TNDS
TNOS, TNSR, TLOC,
TLLOC
Program/File
Coupling
TNOI, NF, TNF,
NIR, NOR
Documentation
CD, CLOC, DLOC,
TCD, TCLOC, TDLOC
CLOC, CD
Complexity NL, NLE McCC
Size
LLOC, LOC, NOS,
NUMPAR, TLLOC, TLOC,
TNOS, TNPC, TNSR,
NNC, TNNC, NDS, TNDS
TNSR, TNOS, LOC,
LLOC
Procedure
Coupling NOI, TNOI, NF
Documentation
CD, CLOC, DLOC,
TCD, TCLOC, TDLOC
Complexity McCC, NL, NLE
Size
LLOC, LOC, NOS,
NUMPAR, TLLOC, TLOC,
TNOS, TNSR, NNC,
NDS
Subroutine
Coupling NII, NOI
Documentation CD, CLOC, DLOC
Complexity McCC, NL, NLE
Size LLOC, LOC, NOS
4.2 Comparison of Coding Rules
The lists of coding rules of the two analysis tools have a significant common
part. Figure 5 shows the distribution of coding rules between each of the fol-
lowing categories: common rules checked by both tools, SourceMeter-only rules,
SonarQube-only rules. SourceMeter also provides a set of rules for validating
metric values by specifying an upper or lower bound for each metric shown in
Table 1. Precisely set values can help developers to focus on code segments that
are possible weak spots. SonarQube does not support rules like this. Many rules
are implemented in both tools (31% ≈ 30 rules), that confirms that a similar set
of rules are considered important by the developers of each tools.
Table 3 shows a comparison of the implemented rules in both tools. Based on
the different implementation, many rule violation trigger numbers are not equal.
In the following, we mainly wanted to focus on the rule violation occurrence val-
ues that differs. The rule dealing with comment density is not the same in these
tools since SourceMeter desires comment lines after x lines, where x is an upper
threshold, contrary SonarQube only examines the Comment density metric (CD)
for a program. None of the tools found any subroutine without documentation.
The reason for this is that the RPG sources are generated from compiler listing
files that contain comments since the compiler automatically places comments
before subroutines. In the given source files no naming convention was applied
Fig. 5. Distribution of common and unique coding rules
on subroutine names, so SourceMeter detects all the 4193 subroutines (found)
except one which name starts with SR. However, the list contains the *INZSR
subroutines (172) which is not correct, since the initialization subroutine must be
named exactly like that. The remaining 173 rule violation comes from the three
unanalyzed files. Copyright checks are not sufficient by SonarQube (found no vio-
lation), contrary to SourceMeter that found 28 case when copyright is not located
in the source code. Some random case were validated manually and SourceMe-
ter triggers correctly. Nesting different control flow statements like do, do-while,
if, select too deeply may result in complexity problems. SonarQube located 264
deep nesting case, while SourceMeter detected 352. A possible reason for this can
be the different parameter setting for the maximum nesting level. SourceMeter
should use a better default parameter for subroutine complexity since it de-
tects numerous subroutines with high complexity. ”/EJECT” compiler directive
should be used after F, D, and C specification sections. Empirically validated the
fact that SonarQube do not detects all the possibilities (after C specifications it
does not require an /EJECT directive). When dealing with unused subroutines
SonarQube counts the initialization subroutine as one of the never called ones
although it is called automatically (there are cases when explicit call is used).
SonarQube detects commented out code sections, but SourceMeter locates com-
mented out statements. SourceMeter explores avoid (”testn” – occurred 4 times)
and forbidden (”leave” operation – occurred once) operations (only the priority
differs) and does not use a particular rule only for GOTO operation. SonarQube
handles all of the occurrence of ’0’ or ’1’ as a possible rule violation and asks the
developer to change it for *ON or *OFF (not only for indicators, that causes
many false positive violations). SourceMeter desires the presence of *NODEBU-
GIO option too in the header not only the *SRCSTMT keyword. Missing error
handling rule violations differs only because of the three unanalyzed files. ”Code
blocks (IF, DO, Files, WHEN clauses) containing too many lines” rules possibly
Table 3. Rules implemented in both tools
Group by
SonarQube
SC Occ. SonarQube Rule Description SM Occ.
Group by
SourceMeter
0 Source files should have a sufficient density of
comment lines
185 Documentation
0 Subroutines should be documented 0 Documentation
convention 3847 Subroutine names should comply with a nam-
ing convention
4192 Naming
0 Copyright and license headers should be de-
fined
28 Security
0 ”E” (externally described) indicator should
be found in F spec lines
0 Design
7 Numeric fields should be defined as odd
length packed fields
7 Design
brain-overload 264 Control flow statements ”IF”, ”FOR”, ”DO”,
... should not be nested too deeply
352 Design
brain-overload 31 Subroutines should not be too complex 1,454 Design
1 Line count data should be retrieved from the
file information data structure
1 Design
convention 334 ”/EJECT” should be used after ”F”, ”D” and
”C” specification sections
520 Basic
305 The first parameter of a ”CHAIN/READx”
statement should be a ”KLIST”
315 Design
unused 227 Unused subroutines should be removed 80 Unused Code
unused 130 Sections of code should not be ”commented
out”
185 Unused Code
0 Certain operation codes should not be used 4 + 1 Basic
brain-overload 0 ”GOTO” statement should not be used 0 Basic
cwe, security 0 Debugging statements ”DEBUG(*YES)” and
”DUMP” should not be used
0 Basic
0 The correct ”ENDxx” statement should al-
ways be used
0 Basic
0 ”IF” statements should not be conditioned on
Indicators
0 Basic
cwe 0 All opened ”USROPN” files should be explic-
itly closed
0 Basic
3 An indicator should be used on a ”CHAIN”
statement
1 Basic
1111 Standard figurative constants *ON, *OFF
and *BLANK should be used in place of ’1’,
’0’ and ’ ’
17 Basic
0 The ”*SRCSTMT” header option should be
used
4 Basic
error-handling 699 Error handling should be defined in F spec 749 Basic
cert 0 ”IF ELSEIF” constructs shall be terminated
with an ”ELSE” clause
0 Basic
brain-overload 643 ”WHEN” clauses should not have too many
lines
308 Size
brain-overload 58 Files should not have too many lines 120 Size
brain-overload 55 ”DO” blocks should not have too many lines 17 Size
brain-overload 145 ”IF” blocks should not have too many lines 151 Size
0 ”/COPY” should be avoided 1 Design
brain-overload 0 Subroutines should not have too many lines 0 Size
have different occurrence values since the default parameter differs. SourceMeter
has a similar rule for limiting the usage of the /COPY compiler directive but
it operates with a nesting level limit (currently one level of copy is allowed).
However, SonarQube does not detect the forbidden copy operations.
Table 4 presents the SourceMeter-only rules. There can be found rules like
subroutine circular call detection, different naming conventions, constantly false
conditional statements (like 1 equals to 2). A bad programming practice when a
variable is given as an operand of call operation since it hardens the debugging
process.
Table 4. Rules implemented only in SourceMeter (without metrics-based rules)
SourceMeter Rule Description
Group by
SourceMeter
Occ.
Uncommented conditional operation Documentation 4,629
File uses prefixed name Naming 0
Too short name Naming 22
Too long name Naming 271
Character variable names should begin with ‘$’. Naming 0
Numeric variable names should begin with ‘#’. Naming 0
Lower case letter in the name of called program or procedure Naming 0
Large static array Design 33
Circular reference between subroutines Design 1
Variable only referenced from an unused subroutine Unused Code 18
Conditional expression is always false Unused Code 1
Numeric operands of MOVE(L) are not compatible Type 2
Call operand is a variable Basic 3
Complete Conditional Operation Needed Basic 179
Table 5 shows the list of SonarQube-only rules and the number of triggers.
Some rules have a very high trigger value. Uppercase form was not used in
107,768 cases that can seriously distort the technical dept information.
4.3 Comparison of Duplicated Code Sections
SonarQube contains a rule for noting suspicious duplicated code sections. Sonar
can show duplicated lines in the source files, however no grouping can be ob-
tained that makes it hard to understand code clones. Sonar only deals with
Type-1 clones that means the traditional copy-paste programming habit, so, ev-
ery character must be the same in the clone instances. A clone class encapsulates
the same code portions (clone instances) from different source locations into a
group. SonarCube considered 0.2% of the whole RPG code as code duplication
(2 duplicated section with 141 lines). SourceMeter has a poor display technique
in sonar environment, namely no highlighting on affected lines are done. In a dif-
ferent context, SourceMeter supports a kind of well-defined format for marking
various clone classes and the relevant code instances. The tool is also capable
to find Type-2 clones (e.g variable names may differ) that is confirmed by the
found 2.2% of code that play a role in code duplications. Its clone detection
algorithm tries to match similar code sections (syntax-based) based on source
code elements (subroutine, procedure). Contrary, SonarQube only uses textual
similarities to detect clones, but no structural information is used in clone detec-
tion. For example, clone instances containing one and a half subroutines may be
Table 5. Rules implemented only in SonarQube
SonarQube Rule Description
Group by
SonarQube
Occ.
Variables used in only one subprocedure should not be global pitfall 0
”/COPY” statements should include specification letters convention 185
”CONST” should be used for parameters that are not modi-
fied
2
Columns to be read with a SELECT statement should be
clearly defined
sql 0
Comment lines should not be too long convention 9,891
Expressions should not be too complex brain-overload 86
LIKE keyword should be used to define work fields 703
Nested blocks of code should not be left empty bug 32
Operation codes and reserved words should be in upper case convention 107,768
Prototypes should be used convention, obsolete 1,423
Record formats should be cleared before each use bug 973
Source files should not have any duplicated blocks 2
SQL statements should not join too many tables performance, sql 0
Subprocedures should be used instead of subroutines obsolete 4,019
Subprocedures should not reference global variables brain-overload 0
The data area structure for ”IN” should be defined in D spec
lines.
148
The parameters of a ”CALL” or ”CALLB” statement should
be defined as a ”PLIST”
68
Non-input files should be accessed with the no lock option 0
Unused variables should be removed unused 14
String literals should not be duplicated 2872
produced, however they should be splitted into two clone instances (holds more
information when considering refactoring). Another advantage of SourceMeter
is that it accepts parameters such as the minimum lines of code contained by a
clone instance.
While SonarQube shows duplicated code locally in the inspected program,
SourceMeter extends its capabilities with a separate code duplication view, where
clone instances belonging to the same clone class can be investigated easily.
5 Discussion
5.1 Summary of results
We summarize our findings along five viewpoints as follows.
Analysis success and depth The program analysis went almost without prob-
lems with both tools. While SourceMeter successfully analyzed all source files,
SonarQube RPG failed to analyze three of them. Although this is not consid-
ered as a blocker problem in its use. On the other hand, SonarQube works at file
level, while SourceMeter analyzer works at finer levels of details (like procedure,
subroutine level), which provides a more detailed view of the analyzed system.
Source code metrics SourceMeter provides wider range of metrics and works
even at procedure and subroutine levels. SonarQube provides a limited set of
metrics, which restricts the quality model that can be built upon it.
Coding rules A large portion of analyzed coding rules are common or very
similar in both tools. SonarQube has slightly more unique rules implemented,
but SourceMeter provides a wide set for validating metric rules. Generally, the
two tools provide balanced functionality.
Code duplications SourceMeter found significantly more duplicated code frag-
ments with better granularity. SourceMeter detects Type-2 clones (syntax-based),
SonarQube only deals with copy-paste clones. SourceMeter extends SonarQube
with improved display of code clones.
Table 6. Overall comparison results
Aspect Result Note
Analysis success Balanced SonarQube failed to analyze some input files
Analysis depth SourceMeter SourceMeter provides statistics in lower levels
Code metrics SourceMeter SourceMeter provides much more metrics
Coding rules Balanced Large common set, balanced rule-sets
Code duplications SourceMeter SourceMeter found more duplicated code blocks
Table 6 summarizes our findings with a short explanation of the result of
our experiments. During the comparison of our subject tools, we experienced
that coding rules for the RPG language in general need to be evolved, compared
to similar solutions of other popular languages. Given that both tools appeared
recently on the market, we foresee extended versions in the coming years.
5.2 Effect on Quality Indexes
Low level, measurable attributes such as code metrics, rule violations and code
duplications contribute to higher level code quality indexes. Such quality indexes
give an overall picture of the analyzed project, helping stakeholders to take ac-
tions in case of low or decreasing quality. SonarQube operates with two concepts
to assess higher level quality: technical debt and SQALE rating.
Technical debt is a metaphor of doing things in a quick but dirty way, which
makes future maintenance harder. If the debt is not paid back (e.g. software
quality is not considered as an important aim in the development), it will keep
accumulating interest – similarly to a financial debt. In case of SonarQube, the
technical debt is measured purely based on coding rule violations. Each coding
rule has an estimated time to correct it. The overall technical debt is the sum
of the estimated correction time of all rule violation instances. The SQALE
rating is based on the technical debt, as such, it is based on coding rules as well.
Hence, other quality attributes, like various metrics (e.g. complexity, coupling)
and code duplications do not affect these quality indexes. We provide dashboard
data of quality indexes computed in case of all rules checked (Figure 6) and the
dashboard for an analysis when only the common rules were active (Figure 7).
On the other hand, we recommend quality models that relies on more quality
attributes, like the QualityGate [18] models.
Fig. 6. Quality indexes based on SourceMeter for RPG analyzer (left) and SonarQube
RPG analyzer (right) – computed using all coding rules
Fig. 7. Quality indexes based on SourceMeter for RPG analyzer (left) and SonarQube
RPG analyzer (right) – computed using common coding rules only
5.3 Threats to Validity
We identified several threats to validity of our study. The validation of the results
was done manually on selected metrics/rules. The initial plan was to export the
whole list of rule violations and filter automatically at least the common results.
While SourceMeter is a command line tool-chain that can produce csv outputs,
we did not manage to obtain the full list from SonarQube. It is possible to ob-
tain a report from SonarQube, but that is not a complete list of rule violations.
Although exhautive manual validation is not feasible, the current study involves
three aspects of quality measurements. We believe these three aspects are of
high importance (technical debt is computed based on only one aspect), how-
ever adding other viewpoints or even dynamic analysis results would increase the
validity of the results. The measured RPG programs belongs to the same domain
and implemented by developers of the same software house who followed coding
policies of the company. Further experiments are needed with larger RPG code-
base from various domains and developers. Although we identified this threat,
we note that the measured RPG programs are part of legacy, data intensive
applications typical in IBM i mainframes.
6 Conclusion and Future Work
In this study we experimented with the static analyzers of quality management
tools for the RPG programming language employed on the IBM i mainframe.
We compared the SourceMeter for RPG command line tool-chain together with
its SonarQube plugin to the RPG analyzer of the SonarQube framework. Five
important aspects of quality measurements were examined: analysis success,
analysis depth, source code metrics, coding rules, and code duplications. Sonar-
Qube can not handle some source files, moreover the depth of analysis is limited
to system and file level. SourceMeter can perform analysis in finer granularity
(procedures, subroutines). We found that from the metrics point of view the
SourceMeter tool provides much wider range of possibilities, while handling of
coding rules is balanced since the common set of coding rules is relatively large.
SonarQube detects clones using copy-paste (Type-1) clones, SourceMeter can
detect Type-2 clones since it uses a syntax-based mechanism and also take into
consideration the bounds of source code elements (subroutines, procedures).
In the future we need to conduct further experiments on larger and more
diverse set of programs. We plan to extend the investigated aspects to other
lower level quality attributes, and to automate the validation process to increase
the confidence and generalizability of the comparison.
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